LABEL HOLDERS

1. Place wire in slot.

2. Wind wire around dowel three times.

3. Bend wire so head is perpendicular to wire.

CLAY POT HANGERS

1. Drive nails into piece of wood at black dots. (Recommend 2x4 6" long, 6D nails, cut off heads)

2. Bend piece of wire (12 or 14 Ga. 14" length) around nails, starting at point #1.

3. Pick up wire at point #1 and bend back over point #4 as shown by dotted lines.

4. Remove wire from guide.

5. Swing wire from point #5 to right (arrow) and loop over bottom wire as it is now behind the bottom wire. Bring wire back to point #5.

6. Make hook at point #6 as needed.

TRY 17" LENGTH, TOTAL ALLOW 1 1/2" BEYOND POINT 1 ON DIAGRAM. STRAIGHTEN WIRE WITH DRILL.